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U.S. CHROME

THE WORLD’S PERFORMANCE CYLINDER PLATING LEADER

America’s golden age of manufacturing in the 1940’s was flourishing in the hands and minds of
people like Roger Reath and Lou Raymond, founders of US Chrome. While working at Connecticut’s General Electric during WWII, the engineers noticed the United States’ imminent need for
durable, dependable, military hardware. Reath and Raymond had the vision and skills to deliver.
Recognizing that chrome plated machinery components needed to have more than just a mirror
shine, they developed plating that was thicker and harder. This new plating gave rifle barrels and
machine tools vastly improved durability, wear, and corrosion resistance.
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A firestorm of revolutionary
advances was sparked by US
Chrome, beginning with rifle barrels and chainsaw cylinder bores
and progressing to Bridgeport
Mill saddles and ways, Mercury
Marine cylinder bores, and aircooled Kohler Engine blocks.
US Chrome became a world
renowned plating company. In
1996, Wisconsin’s US Chrome
facility switched from using
hard chrome plating on cylinder
bore applications to using Nickel
Silicon Carbide composites, what
they named: NiCom. This discovery yielded much improved oil retention along with frictional properties, far superior to what
chrome bores offered. US Chrome’s new switch to NiCom eventually enabled over one million
motorsport enthusiasts to quickly and cost effectively recondition factory plated cylinders for the
most efficient, powerful rides ever.
Seventy-five years later, this family business is partly headed by Roger Reath’s grandson, Scott
Reath. Scott runs the cylinder plating division that’s headquartered in Fon do Lac, Wisconsin.
He has been involved in power sports and boating his entire life, but took another course early
in his career. After receiving his law degree from Quinnipiac University and passing the Connecticut Bar Exam in 1994, Scott made the decision that would shape his family’s future. He took
the opportunity to create something and build a product, a satisfaction that he was not finding
in the legal arena. Scott carried on the family business and has been keeping its loyalty, trust, and
history strong. He went from practicing environmental law to being an integral part of the company that’s at the heart of every engine - the cylinder bore and piston skirt. US Chrome makes
sure they’re running at nothing short of peak performance capabilities.
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WOT // WHAT ABOUT US
CHROME DO YOU TAKE MOST
PRIDE IN?
SCOTT \\ I am proud that we
invented and refined this much. We
have an amazing business model
thriving from our turnkey aluminum cylinder repair and core exchanges and OEM NiCom plating
and diamond honing. We did so by
demonstrating technical excellence,
quality, integrity, and responsive
customer service. Everything was
invented and developed in the USA.
US Chrome has provided good,
quality jobs and benefits for our
very loyal and dedicated employees.
They are passionate about power
sports and understand what motorsport enthusiasts and mechanics
need and expect. We have nineteen
employees running two shifts at our
Wisconsin location, and our corporate plating laboratory has two full
time PhD chemists. What probably
makes me most proud is that all
of us are like family. We have been
through a lot together! The typical US Chrome team member has
been with us for over twenty years,
and each brings
an enormous
amount to
the table. We
are nothing
without our
talented work
force. So, I’m
probably most
proud of our
team and our
work force.
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WOT // WHAT IS US CHROME’S
CLAIM TO FAME?
SCOTT \\ We started out electroplating hard chromium onto
ferrous metals in 1940, but by the
‘60’s, we were the first company in
the world to discover a way to make
chrome plating adhere to aluminum. US Chrome revolutionized
power sport motors. We began with
the German company, Mahle, with
whom we plated millions of aluminum chainsaw bores in the ‘60’s
and ‘70’s. It took the weight out,
made them run cooler, and made it
possible for the piston and cylinder
to be the same material, allowing
them to expand and contract at the
same rate. As most engine builders
recognize, this was a revolutionary
advancement over cast and ductileiron bores and sleeves. It set the
record to this day more than fifty
years later. I guess a lot of people
also know us for our lead sponsorship of two Daytona 500 cars and
many Sprint Cup racers over the
past eight years.
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WOT // WHAT SERVICES IS
PROVIDED BY US CHROME
TODAY?
SCOTT \\ US Chrome is the pioneer of precision NiCom (AKA,
Nikasil) composite plating and
diamond plateau honing. We remanufacture and repair the most
heavily damaged cylinder bores!
Catastrophic damage is usually
no problem for us. We do a variety of various Big Bore kits, and
do custom two-stroke Race and
Trail porting. US Chrome also
provides abradable, self clearancing coatings for piston skirts
and domes, cylinder plating,
cylinder bore restoration, Big
Bore kits, and cylinder exchange
core purchases. We also offer
very low prices on many piston
brands such as Wiseco, Wossner, Pro-X, MCB, and SPI! Our
average turnaround time is two
weeks or less, but we always offer
emergency rush service and can
get it done in three to four days.
All of our work is backed by a
one year warranty. US Chrome
still performs hard chrome plating and has
also developed a new
generation
of composite chrome
alternatives
like TriCom.
You can learn
more about
TriCom on
our corporate
website www.
uschrome.
com
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WOT // CAN PEOPLE BRING US
CHROME THEIR CYLINDERS
TO EXCHANGE?
SCOTT \\ Yep. We have a big
exchange program with around
2,500 cylinders in inventory ready
for immediate one-day turnaround.
US Chrome pays top dollar for
used and worn plated cylinders that
people may have laying around and
don’t need anymore. Always call
us before scrapping, throwing, or
selling a used or worn cylinder. We
can weld and repair heavily damaged ones without sleeving. They’re
very valuable to us, gets you cash,
and saves the waste and recycling.
All of US Chrome’s plating waste is
recycled and turned into stainless
steel. We are not a hazardous waste
generator.
WOT // WHAT IS IT ABOUT
YOUR PATENTED NICOM THAT
BRINGS IN SUCH ENORMOUS
BUSINESS ACROSS THE GLOBE?
SCOTT \\ NiCom provides increased bore wear resistance, durability, heat transfer for increased
horsepower, increased lubricity, oil
retention, and reduces frictional
piston ring drag. There’s excellent
sliding wear resistance - two to ten
times better than conventional hard
chrome plating! NiCom has superior adhesion to all metals including
aluminum, cast iron, and titanium.
It offers excellent corrosion resistance that’s far improved from
electro-less nickel and chrome,
and has great frictional properties.
NiCom provides excellent hardness
that is at 650 on the Vickers scale,
not too far from that of diamonds.
WOT // HOW DOES NICOM
WORK?
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SCOTT \\ NiCom is a high-tech
cylinder coating made of a proprietary composite, primarily of
Nickel and Silicon Carbide, with
other hardening and lubricity
agents. Nickel and Silicon Carbide
have renowned hardness and wear
resistant properties that make
NiCom cylinder platting one hundred percent non-abrasive. NiCom
is processed in an environmentally
friendly manner, and we safely
recycle all by-product heavy metals
into stainless steel. It’s overall safer
for our employees.

SCOTT \\ Probably the number
one reason is the significant financial benefits. When you send your
cylinder to us for an exchange or
repair, we will almost always be
less than half of the cost for a new
cylinder, and will often cost less
than having it steel-sleeved, which
many would say is an inferior
performance option. Plating is a
far superior option from sleeving
because you won’t have the added
iron weight affecting the cooling
and durability properties of the
engine.

WOT // WHAT ARE SOME
THINGS YOU RECOMMEND
READERS HAVE PLATED BY US
CHROME?

WOT // WHAT TESTING PROCEDURES DOES US CHROME
USE?

SCOTT \\ All machines benefit
from NiCom coating. When you’re
pushing your motor it’s inevitable
that there will be wear and tear.
Your machine won’t run at its
optimal efficiency because of space
buildup between the piston and
cylinder. NiCom coating will bridge
the gap and make your machine
better than new so you can experience every bit of power your engine offers. US Chrome has done
snowmobiles, dirt bikes, ATVs
and UTVs, sport bikes, chainsaws,
experimental aircraft cylinders,
and marine engines. We have a one
year cylinder plating warranty for
adhesion, workmanship, and bore
size. All cylinders processed at US
Chrome’s cylinder plating shop are
guaranteed to never streak, scuff, or
stripe.
WOT // WHAT IS THE BENEFIT
OF BRINGING EQUIPMENT IN
FOR REPAIR AT US CHROME
VERSUS BUYING NEW?

SCOTT \\ We have a full test
laboratory that contains Atomic
Absorption Units, Prolifometers,
and Vickers Hardness Testers. Our
plating measures at 650 Vickers at
minimum – harder than any other
in the world! This is why NiCom
plating never streaks or stripes like
those of inferior processes. We have
full dyno capabilities and cylinder
plating baths that are diligently
monitored. Our full research and
development labs test the hardness,
adhesion, particle incorporation,
and surface finish of every item we
touch.
WOT // HOW DID US CHROME
END UP IN WISCONSIN?
SCOTT \\ In the mid 1970’s,
Mercury Marine heard about our
discovery of chroming directly onto
aluminum substrates. Prior to that
time, they were using iron sleeves
which was creating performance
issues because of weight and heat
displacement.
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Unique to many of today’s CEOs, Mercury Marine’s
president, Charlie Alexander, was very technically
inclined and engineering oriented. Alexander wanted
US Chrome’s technology in a big way. He wanted US
Chrome to be his neighbor, so he sold us land right
next to his company and our building was up in 1979.
We still do a lot of work for Mercury Racing. We do all
of the QC4 engines, the most powerful marine engines
ever manufactured having over 1,650 horsepower!
We’ve also processed all of the plated 25 HHP Mercury Twins, and 2.4 and 2.5 liter V6 Formula 2 stroke
offshore blocks. We cut our teeth in the marine racing
world for sure – a very demanding sector of motorsports.
WOT // WHAT OTHER COMPANIES DO YOU
WORK WITH?

SCOTT \\ Hundreds of industry leaders use US
Chrome exclusively: Kustom Kraft Performance, Max
Power Engines, Eric Gorr Racing, Finish Line Engines,
RK Tek, GM and Corvette Racing, Harley Davidson
Racing, Diamond Marine, and Racers Toy Store.
We also sponsor hundreds of snowmobile and motorcycle racers, privateers, and Formula powerboat
legends such as a Wheels of Thunder vet, Brian Tabara!
WOT // WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR BIGGEST
ACCOMPLISHMENTS WITH THESE COMPANIES?
SCOTT \\ Definitely the QC4 all-aluminum engines
for Mercury Racing. Helping Corvette Racing take first
place by five laps at the 2015 Le Mans 24 Hour GTE
Pro was great. So has been teaming up with our Canadian distributer, Kimpex, about two months ago, plus
our new partnership with Cylinder Works/Pivot Works
in Iowa.

US Chrome, the all American company with over seventy-five years of revolutionary expertise that’s leading the
industry, is an essential asset to all power sport enthusiasts and mechanics. They’ve repaired well over one million cylinder bores ranging from snowmobiles to chainsaws. US Chrome has a staff of dedicated people who not
only understand your chemical and mechanical engineering needs, but get the love you have for motorsports. No
other company in this field compares to the technical depth and expertise US Chrome provides. Everything they
do, from NASCAR engines to tiny RC and drone cylinders that ranging from 1.5-4.6 inches in diameter, is raceproven at the highest levels. To celebrate their 20th anniversary of patenting NiCom in Fon du Lac, US Chrome
is generously offering free ground shipping to all customers throughout 2016. You can find the deal promo code
on the home page of their website, www.usnicom.com, where you can also start a work order form. US Chrome
can also be reached toll-free at 866-922-5066! //
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